
Statement from Mr. Con Horan. Prudential Director. IFSRA

I have been directed by the Joint Committee to make a statement relating to items under the
following headings:

o Regulatory, Supervisory and Government
o Banking, and

o Crisis Management

This statement is based on the facts as I saw them during my employment with the lrish Financial
Services Regulatory Authority (IFSRA). ljoined the IFSRA in 2003 as Head of the Banking Supervision
Department and reported to Mr. Pat Neary who was the Prudential Director at the time. I became
Prudential Director in February 2006.

The Prudential Director was not a member of the Authority. The CEO and Consumer Director were
the only executive board members.

Regulatory. Supervi sory and Government

A.1 Prudential Policy, Effectiveness of Powers, Communications and views
of I nternational Organisations

This statement looks at prudential policy from both a micro-prudential and macro-prudential
perspective.

A.1. Micro-Prudential Supervision

The micro-prudential policy adopted by IFSRA comprised two key elements namely, the framework
of international and domestic regulations governing credit institutionsl (regulation) and the
oversight of how those regulations were applied (supervision).

The core strategy of IFSRA was a 'principles-based' approach. lt was a continuation of the approach
to supervision, previously adopted by the Central Bank.

It is my understanding that the objectives and methodology were set out in a Central Bank Board
paper, which was also considered by the lnterim Board of IFSRA, in September 20022.

This approach was seen as the alternative to a 'rules-based' system where supervisory staff had a

very detailed involvement with individual institutions involving lengthy on-site inspections as well as

checking and testing compliance with prescriptive rules. lt was the view of the Bank that a rules-
based approach could be inefficient and placed responsibilities on the regulator that should properly
be with the management of regulated entities.

1 Meaning 'banks and building societies'
2 Central Bank of lreland Board paper, Supervisory Objectives and Methodology, 20 September 2002
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A principles-based approach to supervision imposed general standards and principles on regulated

institutions and essentially placed the onus of responsibility for compliance with such principles, and

other requirements imposed, on the boards and senior management of the institutions.

The supervisory authority (the regulator) operated a fitness and probity regime to ensure that those

in controlof the organisation had a proper background and operated control systems that were

consistent with the strategy of the bank.

The approach was consistent with that adopted by supervisory authorities in most of the main

financial centres, including the United Kingdom.

lnternationally, it was considered to be the most appropriate manner of supervision to address the

growing complexity of banking, advances in risk management and for facilitating innovation in the

industry; the latter being a factor which was considered to have increased the overall resilience of

the financial system. Such innovation was identified as a key component in bringing about what had

become known as the 'Great Moderation'. This phrase was coined by economists to describe the

long-period of pre-crisis macro-economic calm, with stable growth, stable inflation and stable banks

(Appendix: Section 1).

Speeches and corporate publications of IFSRA made regular references to the desire to foster

innovation and competitiveness and, for the system to work properly, the need to trust those at

the helm of financial institutions to act prudently. Given the internationaltrends, a principles-

based approach to supervision was also seen as important in developing lreland as an

international centre for financial services. Further, in accordance with the 'Better Regulation'

agenda, the financial services industry in lreland had been given significant influence over the

approach to supervision in lreland. The Financial Services Consultative lndustry Panel ('FSICP'),

which considered itself the 'lender of last resort' in a regulatory context for the financial services

industry in its dealings with the regulator, was a strong supporter of the approach.3

Crucially, principles-based supervision was also promoted as best practice by the lnternational

Monetary Fund (lMF). ln a paperentitled'lMF Performance inthe Run-Uptothe Finoncialand

Economic Crisis: IMF Surveillonce in 2004-07, the IMF identified that, pre-crisis, it had recommended

to advanced countries to follow the 'light touch' U.S./U.K. approaches to the financial sector as a

means to help them foster greater financial innovation.

Therefore, it is not surprising that another review of the crisis by the IMF ("The Moking Of Good

Supervision: Leorning to Say "No"), found that, internationally, there were "abundant"-examples of

supervision: (1) staying on the side lines and not intruding sufficiently into the affairs of regulated

institutions; (2) beine too deferential to bank managemenU (3) not being proactive in dealing with

emerging risks and; (4) not being comprehensive in their scope.

However, no particular system of supervision fared well in the run-up to the crisis. The Spanish

approach, which was initially lauded for its rules-based approach and intrusiveness (which involved

the placing of large numbers of bank inspectors permanently on-site in the major banks), suffered

similar problems to lreland.

3 Consultative lndustry Panel Annual Report 2005
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It is also clear that a number of the foreign controlled banks in lreland that were subject to dual
supervisiona and in one case subjected to prudential oversight only by the home authority (as it
operated on a branch basis)s, suffered very heavy property related losses on their lrish loans.

However, with hindsight, it is obvious from what occurred that the approach adopted in lreland was
inadequate and failed to deliver a safe and sound system. This is a matter of deep regret. The system
afforded far too much scope to the banks and placed too much faith in the boards and management
and their control systems for risk management, internal audit and compliance.

ln lreland, as elsewhere, there is now a far more intrusive and challenging approach to micro-
prudential oversight. This change in the approach to supervision has occurred in tandem with a

complete overhaulof the system of international prudential regulation, which is universally
accepted as having been grossly inadequate prior to the crisis (see section 8.3 below).

Notwithstanding the international background, it is clear that the system of financial oversight in
lreland had the capacity, from the mid-1990s when excesses began to emerge, to intervene to
curtail the market.

The capital measures taken in 2006 were, as Governor Honohan said in his report of May 2010, an
example of what could have been done, albeit much earlier. Following the introduction of the capital
increases for high loan-to- value loans in May 2006, growth rates for mortgage lending decreased
consistently month-on-month6. ECB data shows that the rate of slowdown in lreland for 'House
Loans', between May 2006 and July 20077, was four times that of the Euro-area average. There was
also a clear slowdown in lending for non-mortgage credit when the December 2006 measures were
taken, as well as a shift in lending to non-residents, particularly in 2007 (Appendix: Section 2).

There were additional opportunities to enhance the system which could have strengthened
effectiveness. ln May 2005, I proposed to the Authority a corporate governance regime for banks
and building societiess. This proposal was to impose a formal condition on the licences of all credit
institutions, thereby laying a strong foundation for the taking of enforcement actions under the
administrative sanction regime that was being developed at that timee. However, the proposal was
not implemented as the belief was that the industry was overburdened with the changes brought
about by the Financial Services Action Plan10.

a Ulster Bank, Bank ofScotland, ACC
s Danske Bank
5 Central Bank Money and Banking Statistics
7 ECB. www.euro-area-statistics.org. lreland's rate of growth for'House loans'decreased by 16.5% between
May 2006 and July 2007, whereas the Euro area average was 4%o
8 Proposal on Corporate Governance Requirements for Credit lnstitutions. No 50 of 2005, 18 May 2005
e lt is a matter of record, that at the time when administrative sanctions regime was being developed, I had
also argued for the establishment of a new lnvestigations Unit in IFSRA to ensure that specialised skills were
available to pursue breaches of requirements. see memorandum of 1g october 2004
10 April 2005 speech entitled "The Future of Financial Regulation: Principles or Rules -lssues for the lrish
Financial Services Sector", the IFSRA said " let me ossure you that we will continue to ensure thot practices
and policies adopted reflectthe unique nature of the lrish finonciol services sector. Finally, let me ossure you
thot we, os Regulotor, will not introduce or impose unnecessdry regulatory burdens thot will effect the
continued competitiveness of our finonciol industry and wilt minimise the impoct of such burdens coming from
Europe"
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That proposal was important and was consistent with the features that have been introduced in

many countries including lreland after the crisis.

While there were missed opportunities to strengthen the system, there were areas where lreland

did take actions that were not taken elsewhere. For instance, new liquidity rules I proposed, which

were introduced in July 2007, were broadly recognised at the time as averting the problems that

were evident in USand, forinstance, inthe UKwhen Northern Rockwas rescued in2OO7.

A.2. Macro-Prudential Su pervision

While micro-prudential supervision focusses on the safety and soundness of individual institutions,

the objective of macro-prudential supervision is to contribute to safeguarding the stability of the

financial system as a whole, by increasing its resilience and decreasing the build-up of systemic risks.

It seeks to address the inherent pro-cyclicality of the financial system and the direct and indirect

linkages between individual firms (Appendix: Section3).

Macro-prudential policy was a focus of the Central Bank and its financial stability experts. Given the

importance and prominence of property-related lending to the lrish banking system, this issue was

the subject of ongoing analysis, with numerous papers published over the years that addressed the

drivers and implications of credit growth.

It is my understanding that the property market was also the key area of focus for the Board of the

Central Bank. The main expectation of the Board was for a 'soft landing', driven by increases in

interest rates. The IFSRA Board was, however, concerned about generating instability and the risks

attaching to shrill warningsll. lt also had concerns about the impact that regulatory intervention

might have on the competitiveness of lrish banks12.

Additionally, when my proposals for regulatory intervention were put forward in 2006, I was advised

of significant concerns at Central Bank senior management levels, about the potential impact on the

stability of the system. There was a desire to temper what was perceived as the appetite for heavy

intervention13.

Following the publication of Professor Morgan Kelly's "Banking on very shaky foundations", in

September 2OO7 , the macro-prudential analysisla at that time was that:

o The outlook for the lrish economy was expected to remain fairly positive. Economic growth

was expected to slow somewhat in 2008, although the rate of growth would still be quite

high relative to other developed countries;

o Total non-performing loans for the domestic banking sector were low by historical and

international com parison;

o The health of the commercial property market was considered to be robusU

o Loans outstanding to the construction and real estate sector for speculative property

investment were lower than was suggested;

11 Minutes ofthe Central Bank Board of 27 July 2006, 18 October 2007
12 Minute of the Central Bank Board of 29 June 2006
13 Email of 28 July 2006 from P Neary to C Horan and A. Mawdsley
1a Note of September L72OQ7 and attachments
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Estimates of foreign banks' exposures to the lrish banking system were also too large as they
did not take account of lrish banks'significant levels of foreign assets with foreign banks;

The article had not considered domestic banks' exposures to the construction and real

estate sector in lreland in the context of their global exposures. The larger domestic banks
conducted significant business overseas and this was overlooked.

It is clear that the macro-prudential analysis did not raise the level of concerns to a point where any
form of direct intervention was considered necessary by the relevant authorities. The domestic
belief in the economic fundamentals of the lrish economy and the strength of the banking system
was reinforced by the views of the main international organisations:

o ln its review of its performance prior to the crisis, the IMF acknowledged that it"provided

few cleor wornings about the risks ond vulnerabilities ossocioted with the impending crisis" .

o ln relation to lreland, it noted that, while there were risks arising from an exposure to an

overheated property market, it had found that"still, as lote as mid-2006, on FSAP lJpdote

for lrelond concluded that the outlook for the finonciol system is positive with finonciol
institutions hoving sufficient cushions to cover o ronge of shocks and citing the diversification
of wholesale funding sources os a strength" ( Appendix: Section 4)1s

o ln its 2006 Economic Survey of lreland, the OECD states thal: "overoge prices hove roughly
tripled in reol terms. Most of this increose is justified by the economic ond demogrophic
driving forces such os surging incomes, o rising populotion and chonging living hobits, with
on additionol fillip from low interest rotes, but prices moy hove overshot to some exten( .

o ln fulfilling its financial stability mandate the ECB systematically monitors cyclical and

structural developments in the banking sectors of the euro area to identify any

vulnerabilities and check the resilience of the financial system. The ECB did not express
reservations about the system or a desire for macro-prudential action. ln Novembe r 2OO7 ,

the ECB Financial Stability Report was positive on the general state of the EU banking sector
(Appendix: Section 4)

The messages from international macro-economic authorities endorsed a broadly shared perception
about the economic fundamentals driving the economy and, in particular, property lending.

1s ln its August 2006, Article lV Consultation, the IMF Staff Appraisal found "The generol approoch of the
Centrol Bank ond the Financiol Regulotor is oppropriate for the mature ond sophisticoted-but stitt relotively
smo ll- fina ncio I mo rket.
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A.3. Resources and use of expert advice

The budget and resources applied to supervision was a function of the strategic approach. lt was

also an area where the FSICP had significant interest and influence. lt is extensively recorded in

internal records that the provision of appropriate lT services and staff recruitment was a source of
considerable friction between the Central Bank and IFSRA.

When I joined the IFSRA Banking Supervision Department (BSD) in mid-2003, I identified a number of
structural challenges to be addressed in order to enhance effectiveness and prepare for the most

fundamental change in micro-prudential supervision in two decades, coming from the introduction
of Basel ll.

ln the strategic plan for the Department, it is noted thal "The greotest chollenge focing BSD over the

next three years is the development of expertise in the supervision of credit institutions" 16. BSD had

suffered in meeting the expanding responsibilities of IFSRA, as senior staff were deployed to other

areas. The loss of senior staff was considered to be a major blow and one that impacted significantly

on the quality of supervision of licensed banks.

A programme of recruitment and training was undertaken at that time. lt was however, an on-going

battle to attract and retain staff due to more attractive remuneration packages in the private sector.

IFSRA used external firms to carry out projects in credit institutions when specific problems were

identified. These were usually drawn from the major accountancy firms and the costs were borne by

the individual credit institution. The information derived from the exercises formed the basis for
engagement with the boards and management of the institutions.

A.4. Contrarian Views

It is known within the Central Bank17 (and recognised by the Commission of lnvestigationl8), that I

held views contrary to the group-think on property lending that existed in Central Bank & Financial

Services Authority of lreland, (CBFSAI) and was an advocate for direct regulatory intervention.

The formal proposals I made in August 2005, as Head of Banking Supervision, for higher capital

charges for high loan-to-value mortgages were not accepted as they were not considered by senior

management in the CBFSAI to be necessary. lt was my understanding that part of the reasoning was

a macro-prudential view that developments in the market could be explained by economic

fundamentals.

This view was expressed in a paper published in the Financial Stability Report 2005 entitled 'The

Growth in Mortgage lndebtedness in lreland'. This had "concluded tentotively that the obility of the

16 Memo of 18 October 2004
17 Please note the evidence of Professor Honohan on 15 January 201.5 when he said "in fairness to some
people who have been vilified in the media, they put in those measures". See also section 7.9 of "The lrish

Banking Crisis Regulatory and Financial Stability Policy 2003-2008"
18 See Footnote 100 of the report of the Commission of lnvestigation
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fundomentol driving forces behind the mortgage loon morket to occount for the octuol developments
in the real stock of mortgoges suggests that, to date, the morket is not subject to substontiol
"excesses"".

ln February 2006, in mv first davs as Prudential Director, I re-presented my proposals to the
Authority seeking to introduce capital measures to address high loan-to-value lending; the first time
in almost a decade of an exceptional property market that direct regulatory intervention was
instigated.

I took these measures immediately on my appointment to signal to the banking industry that the
approach to property based lending was changing under the new senior management regime.
Taking such measures represented a significant move for IFSRA as it ran counter to principles based
regulation. The measures were considered to be of such importance that the Cabinet was to be
informed- an action that was unprecedented in the organisation.

It should also be noted that subsequently, the Executive Board of the lnternational Monetary Fund
commented on the measures, to the effect: "The recent increase in the risk-weighting on high loon-
to-value residentiol mortgoges is on important signol of the need for bonks to differentiote between
higher- ond lower-risk lending within on osset closs"le

The speed of introduction of the measures led to me being rebuked bythe FSICP, which considered
the lack of consultation as 'regrettable' and 'retrogressive'20. lts Chairman wrote directly me to
express the concerns of the Panel.

Continuing the drive for change, I advised the industry on 4 Mav 2006 that IFSRA would consider its
approach to residential and speculative commercial property when introducing the Capital
Req uirements Directive ('CRD').

After significant internal debate in 2006, higher capital charges were agreed for speculative
commercial property lending. These measures were the most stringent in Europe. Other measures
introduced in relation to buy-to-let mortgages were also considerably more conservative than those
that applied elsewhere.

Additionally, in July 2OO72r, revised prudential stress testing guidelines were issued to credit
institutions on foot of concerns about underwriting standards. These required, inter alia, stress

testing all residential mortgages for a 2 per cent rise in interest rates, interest-only mortgages being
stress tested on the basis of repayment of interest plus principal and the incorporation of stress
testing into bank's credit policy. These measures were important in curtailing further loosening of
underwriting sta nda rds.

1e IMF Executive Board, 7 August 2006
20 See Minute of the FSICp of 6 April 2006
21 See letter of July 2007 issued to credit institutions
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This fundamental change in approach, which commenced in 2006, was instrumental in slowing down

the rate of property lending in a clear and consistent manner (See Appendix: Section 2). Had such

actions been the catalyst for a collapse and financial instability, as many feared, it would have given

rise to very serious consequences.

This is particularly the case bearing in mind that the public consultation undertaken on the

introduction of the CRD, did not produce anv material support for such measures. ln fact, the

responses were mainly critical, with the banks and their representative body expressing the belief

that such action was unwarranted and raised the prospect of negative reactions from international

investors, rating agencies and market analysts.

B. Banking

8.1 Lendine Policv

It is clear from the massive losses incurred that the risk appetite and property-related lending

strategies pursued by the lrish banks were inappropriate and that the boards and management had

not acted in the manner envisaged by the principles- based regime at the time.

Property-based lending was a key feature of the business model of lrish banks from the mid-1990's

with annual mortgages exceeding 20% for most of the decade from 1997.

ln the period 1997 to 2001the Central Bank issued warning letters to banks, at least annually, about

the practices in the market. However, the impact of these letters is not evident as rates of credit

growth remained high.

The market slowed somewhat in the early 2000 but growth resumed around 2OO2 and continued to
grow at high levels until 2006. The net effect was that between mid-1990s and mid-2000s, lreland

experienced property price appreciation significantly outside international norms.

As Governor Honohan described: 'lt wos a world-beoting property bubble, which took off on the eve

of Euro oreo membership'22 [see Appendix- Section 5]

The reasons why the boards and management in banks pursued these strategies will be examined by

the ioint Committee with the individuals/organisations involved.

One factor which drove the acceleration from 2003 onwards was the development of the Basel ll

Accord23. This Accord was the most fundamental change in prudential regulation in over two

decades and was introduced into the EU by Directive 2006/48/EC (CRD).

22 Paragraph 2.4 of 'The lrish Banking Crisis Regulatory and Financial Stability Policy 2003-2008'
23 The capital reductions for property lending were signalled well before the finalisation of the Accord in 2004.
The Accord was introduced in lreland by means of Directive 20061481EC and is known as the Capital
Requirements Directive.
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lnter alia, it signalled a reduction in the amount of capitalthat banks were required to hold for
residential mortgage lending by at least 30% and substantially more for banks that moved to a

model based system of capital calculation.

It encouraged property-related lending strategies and led to banks in lreland and elsewhere
substantially increasing this line of business (see Appendix- Section 6). The changes were, for
instance, widely considered to be a major contributor to the development of the sub-prime crisis in
USA.

ln terms of concentration risk, CRD allowed banks considerable scope in taking on large exposures,
with banks permitted to have individual exposures up Io 25% of their capital and up to eight times
their capital in the aggregate value of all large exposures2a.

ln terms of sectoral concentrations, the Directive required that banks deal with this in their lnternal
Capital Adequacy Assessment Process (ICAAP) and set aside appropriate capital to deal with risks

arising.

Prior to the CRD, the issue of concentration risk was dealt with in the 1995 Licensing and Supervision
Requirements and Standards for Credit lnstitutions. Within these arrangements banks such as Anglo,
which was a property focussed bank from the l-990s, was considered to be diversified based on
lending to different economic sectors and through geographical diversification. ln early 2003, for
instance, just before the establishment of IFSRA, a license was issued to a bank which concentrated
exclusively on property based lending, where this approach was quoted as an example of what was
acceptable from a supervisory perspective.

ln October 2005, requirements were imposed on banks and building societies, as a condition on
licenses, dealing with 'lmpairment Provisions for Credit Exposures'. These requirements addressed
provisioning, credit risk management policies and procedures. They imposed obligations on boards
of directors and senior management as well as requiring that the independent functions in the
institution (internal audit/risk management) review the credit processes and methodologies2s.

8.2 Fundine

Growth and competition in property lending was only possible as long as banks were in a position to
fund the liability side of the balance sheet and much has been written about the reasons access to
funding was so readily available internationally e.g. accommodative monetary policy, global

imbalances, savings glut etc.

Two key EU factors were instrumental in facilitating the growth within the Single Market. First was
the introduction of the single currency, which removed the exchange rate riskfrom borrowing in

euro area markets. However, a second crucial development was the programme of EU measures
known as the Financial Services Action Plan ('FSAP').

24 Directive 2006/48/EC, Article 1i.i, (3)
2s Credit institutions and mortgage intermediaries were subject to conduct of business regulations. lnspections
from 2003 did not produce evidence of widespread reckless lending.
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This was the most comprehensive programme of EU reforms in the financial sector ever; it covering

the period 1999 to 2007. The strategic objectives behind the FSAP were to bring about;

A single EU wholesale morket

Open and secure retail markets

State-of-the-art prudential rules and supervision

Providing access to broader and deeper funding sources was a clear objective of the programme and

this opportunity was clearly taken by the banks. The opportunity to avail of a wide variety of funding

sources within the EU wholesale market was considered to be positive in terms of risk

diversification. lt was also considered positive in terms of the cost of funding and the rate at which

lending could be provided. As mentioned, the lMF, in its FinancialSector Assessment Programme of
lreland in 2006, specifically cited the diversification of wholesale funding sources as a strength.

It is now accepted that the FSAP process and financial integration in Europe was a contributor to the

problems experienced. lt is recognised that free credit and other capital flows contributed to the

build-up of imbalances in the euro area and helped fuel the boom-and-bust cycles observed in

several Member States (see Appendix: Section 7).

8.3 Capital Structure and Loss Absorption Capacitv

ln addition to providing the access to deeper and more liquid markets, as mentioned above the FSAP

had, as one of its three key objectives, the development of state-of-the-art prudential rules and

supervision. The cornerstone for delivering this objective was the CRD which introduced the Basel ll

Accord into Europe. lt is now broadly recognised that instead of delivering on its objectives, the

Basel ll Accord/CRD introduced a grossly deficient prudential regulatory system.

It delivered a legal regulatory framework in lreland and elsewhere that seriously underestimated

both the quality and quantity of capital that banks needed to hold and was inadequate to provide a

safe banking system.

It failed to provide protection against systemic risk, was pro-cyclical, lowered the level of capital for
property-related lending and permitted grossly excessive leverage. Aside from these direct effects, it

simply omitted from the framework other areas of risk that materialised when the crisis hit, such as

liquidity (see Appendix: Section 8).

ln light of what was revealed by the crisis, it has been necessary to completely overhaul the system

and to materially increase the level of capital that banks are required to hold. ln effect, the equity

that a bank is now required to hold is a multiple of what it was pre-crisis, orto put it the otherway,

the level of equity capital that banks were required to hold in 2OO7 is a fraction of what is considered

prudent today.

At its most simple, the level of capital is now three times the pre-crisis level. However, when the full

extent of changes is taken into consideration the difference is even greater. As Mark Carney, Chair of

the Financial Stability Board said recently;

1..

2:

3:

10
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" Bonks were woefully undercopitolised - mony of the lorgest bonks were levered 40 to 50 times. They ore
now much more resilient. As bonking systems oround the globe imptement fully the new

fromework, o system that wos built precoriously on sond witt stand more firmly on rock.......... They have
more capitol, more liquidity ond ore less susceptible to procyclicol spirols. Capitol requirements for bonks
are much higher, as are risk weights ond the quality of bank copitol. ln all, new copitol requirements ore
ot leost seven times the pre-crisis standords for most bonks. For globolly systemic bonks, they are more
thon ten times. "26.

It is absolutely clear that the level of taxpayer support to save the banking system would have been
very significantly less had the pre-crisis levels of capital been set at the level that is required today.

The quality as well as the level of capital required was deficient prior to the crisis. New requirements
have been set with respect to the types of instruments can now qualify as regulatory capital. This
increased level of safety for day-to-day business, is further supplemented with new requirements for
Minimum Requirements for Own Funds and Eligible Liabilities (MREL), a requirement for banks to
hold certain liabilities that can be bailed-in to cover losses that may exceed a bank's equity.

Comparing the current higher levels of capital required, the higher quality capital needed and the
requirement to hold debt to increase loss absorption capacity, with the statutory requirements pre-
crisis, presents in stark contrast, the gross deficiency of the regulatory regime in 2OO7l2OO8.

Given the shared offices that existed and the nature of the relationship between the Central Bank
and IFSRA there would have been a high level of contact between the two organisations, with less

ongoing engagement with the Department of Finance.

However, as the crisis evolved, the degree of engagement between allthe parties increased
substantially, both in bi-lateral engagements and through the Domestic Standing Group (DSG). The
DSG was also used as a vehicle for discussion with the corresponding authorities overseas, in
particular in the UK, during the crisis. ln parallel with such discussions, IFSRA would have had active
engagement with supervisory bodies in a number of other jurisdictions throughout the crisis period.

C.2. Liquiditv versus solvencv debate

From a supervisory perspective these two issues are considered to be very closely related as liquidity
issues in banks can quickly give rise to solvency problem and vice versa.

ln2OO7, when problems initially emerged in globaldebt markets, the problems centred on liquidity.
While funding and rolling over of debt was challenging in lreland and Europe, the most acute
problems were arising in the United States.

26 MarkCarney,GovernoroftheBankof England,ChairoftheFinancialstabilityBoard, MonetaryAuthorityofSingapore
Lecture,lT November 2014

the issue of bankine

LL
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The Joint Committee will be aware that this continued into 2008 and alongside other challenges,

created a very difficult systemic environment in banking as well as in many other areas of financial

activity. There were improvements in the markets around May 2008 before the acceleration in the

problems mid-year.

The solvency of credit institutions was an issue of concern throughout the crisis. lt was vitally

important to the management of the crisis and was, therefore, subject to ongoing consideration

within the CBFSAI. The various audits and other forms of analysis undertaken at that time were

suggesting that the banks were meeting their solvency obligations.

END

28 April 2015

L2
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Appendix

Section 1-'The Great Moderation'

"13 September 2007 will be seen os a red letter doy in finoncial history. lt was the dote news
broke of Northern Rock seeking emergency tiquidity from the Bank of Englond, prompting the
first run on a IJK bonk in over o century. lt olso fired the storting gun on whot subsequently
became known os "The Great Recession". Thot very day, the Bank hosted a conference. ln a
poinful irony, its theme wos 'The Great Moderation".

The Great Moderation described the long-period of pre-crisis macro-economic calm, with stable
growth, stoble inflation ond stable banks. This view hetd thot central bonks, while not
eliminoting boom ond bust, hod moderoted mocro-economic undulations. lt otso held that
financial innovotion, while not eliminoting risk, hod scottered it to the four winds.

As Great Recession obruptly replaced Greot Moderation, it was clear a grave analyticot and
poticy error hod been mode. Economic ond finonciol pride hod come before a momentous falt.
Nemesis hod duly fotlowed hubris. lt wos the cotdesi of comforts thot;his cognitive lapse was
shared by the whole econamic ond poticy-making profession"

Andrew Haldane, Chief Economist, Bank of England, leadership: stress and hubrls conference
hosted by the Royal Society of Medicine, London 17 November 2014

13
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Section 2- Effectiveness of Measures IFrom Central Bank: Monev and Banking Statisticsl

Adjusted Residential Mortgage Lending -Year on Year

New rule introduced
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Section 3- Macro-prudential policv

"The obiective of mocro-prudentiol policy is to contribute to safeguording the stobility of the financiol

system os o whole, including by strengthening its resilience ond decredsing the build-up of systemic risks,

while ensuring o sustainable contribution of the finoncial sector to economic growth in the medium to long

run. More specifically, mocro-prudentiol policy seeks to address both the inherent procyclicolity of the

financiol system (the time dimension of systemic risk) and the risks due to the direct ond indirect tinkoges

between financiol firms and the distribution of risk (the cross-sectionol dimension). This objective differs

from thot of other policy oreos, such os monetory policy, ond micro-prudentiol regutotion and supervision.

The latter is focused on institutions ond ultimotely oims ot protecting depositors, investors ond poticy-

holders; a distinction which worrqnts o seporote legol mandate for mocro-prudentiol policy."

'The macro-prudentia! mandate of national authorities', European
Systemic Risk Board, March 2012
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Section 4- Views of lnternational Organisations

"Good times ore here for the euro oreo. The economic expansion is solid with GDP growing at

on onnuol rote of 3% in the first quarter of this yeor ond business and consumer confidence

running high. lnflotion hos been stable at oround 1.9% since November last yeor. lt also looks

like good times ore here to stoy for some time"

European Commission, Quarterly Report for the Euro Area (Volume 6 N' 2 (2007))

" lt finds thot the IMF provided few cleor warnings about the risks and vulnerobilities
ossocioted with the impending crisis before its outbreak. The bonner messoge was one of
continued optimism ofter more than o decode of benign economic conditions ond low
mocroeconomic volatility. The lMF, in its biloterol surveillonce of the United Stotes ond the
lJnited Kingdom, largely endorsed policies ond financiol proctices thot were seen os fostering
ropid innovotion and growth. The belief thot financial morkets were fundomentolly sound ond
thot lorge finonciol institutions could weather ony likely problem lessened the sense of
urgency to oddress risks or to worry about possible severe adverse outcomes."

IMF Performance in the Run-Up to the Financial and Economic

Crisis: IMF Surveillance in 2004-07,9 February 2011

"OVERALL ASSESSMENT

The further improvement of finoncial heolth within the EU bonking sector in 2006 ond in the first holf of
2A07 increosed the copobility of EU bonks to withstand shocks reloting to their different risk exposures.

Nevertheless, banks' growing reliance on more volotile income sources could hove mode their eornings

vulneroble to fluctuotions in sources of non- interest income. ln oddition, the increosing role of non-

deposit sources of funding hos exposed some bonks to liquidity risks thot could impair their obility to

monoge their assets os effectively os they did over the post few of yeors. While the finol impact of the

recent re-pricing of credit risk will become evident only groduolly, it cannot be excluded that the

eornings, profits ond funding liquidity of mony EU bonks will tempororily be negotively offected in the

neor term. However, solvency positions should remoin robust. Beyond the short term, risk concerns

focus on the outlook for the credit cycle - which will offect bonks' expected losses and impoirment

chorges - ond the prospects for interest income from new and existing lending octivities, which ore

reloted to the chonges in interest rotes ot various moturities.

Pockets of vulnerobility in the household ond corporate sectors, including the hiqhly leveroged

borrowers ond - in some Member Stotes - exposure to foreign currency risk, need to be closely

monitored. The finol implementotion of the Bosel ll Capitol Accord this year will improve the bonks' risk

manogement proctices. Nevertheless, recent events have underlined the importonce of continuing

ottention to be poid on liquidity risk monogement including stress-testing and contingency funding
plonning."

ECB Banking Sector Stability Report, November 2007
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ic Outlook 78

Figure lll. I . Real house prlces hale generally been rlsing
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Section 5- Encouraging Propertv Lending

"ln mony euro orea countries, the growth of bonks' mortgoge exposures wos driven in port by

structural chonges in mortgoge markets - including greater mortgoge product diversity - thot

improved borrowers' access to credit. Moreover, euro oreo LCBGs' preparotions for the

implementotion of the new capitol requirements under Pillor I of the Basel ll occord could hove

provided additional impetus for banks ta extend their activity in the mortgage morket. For

instance, banks moy have been encouroged to shift ossets in their lending portfolios from
lower-rated corporote loons to higher-quality mortgoge loans thot carry lower copital

requirements. Exposures also grew as bonks in several Member States aggressively pursued

morket shore."

ECB, Financial Stability Review December, 2006

Section 7- Financial Services Action Plan

" Finonciol integrotion in Europe hod progressed significantly in the yeors prior to the crisis, in

porticular in wholesole markets. The odoption of the euro ond, shortly afterwords, the Finonciol

Services Action Plon were mojor milestones in the integrotion process. Financiol integrotion
brought significont benefits, contributing to the convergence ond decline in finoncing costs and
the opening up of investment ond diversificotion opportunities across Europe.

However, the crisis hos shown thot finonciol integrotion - if not backed by the appropriote
institutional fromework ond economic policy coordinotion - con olso corry finoncial stobility
risks, especiolly in a single currency orea. Free credit ond other copitol flows contributed to the
build-up of imbalonces in the euro oreo ond helped fuel the boom-and-bust cycles observed in

several Member States. Mony cross-border copitol flows turned out in hindsight to be excessive

and ultimotely unsustoinoble."

Economic Review of the Financial Regulation Agenda', European Commission Staff Working

Document, SWD (2014) 158 final, Brussels L5.5,2014

"When Bosel ll was published in 2a04 banks were informed thot the capital weight given to

mortgoges would foll from 50 per cent (under Basel l) to 35 per cent under the simplified Bosel

ll, ond to as little os 75- 20 per cent depending on whether and how o bank would use the

sophisticoted internol rotings-bosed (lRB)version. A lower copitol weight raises the return on

capitol for a given mortgoge osset, ond the corollory of this is that greoter concentrotion in

low-copitol-weighted mortgoges improves the overall bonk return"

The Current Financial Crisis: Causes and Policy lssues, OECD,2008
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Section 8- Deficiencies in the Supervisory and Regulatorv Framework

"The crisis hod a number of intertwined couses, which hove been onolysed in numerous
studies. while otherfactors hove ployed on important role, including gtobot mocro
imbolances ond occommodoting monetary policy, the deficiencies in the finoncial system
and shortcomings in the supervisory and regulotory fromework are generolly considered
key contributors to the crisis, Many of these problems were global in noture, rother than
s pe cifi co I ly E u rope o n"

The regulotory framework had o number of other shortcomings, which ore seporotely
discussed in the subsequent sections. lt was funding liquidity problems that triggered the
crisis, but liquidity wos largely left outside of the regulatory framework. Moreover, the risk
weighting system turned out to fuel the noturol procyclicolity of bonking, amplifying the
boom and the bust when it eventuolly occurred. Also, its microprudential focus was ill-
suited to take occount of the increosing systemic risk

ln the run up to the globol financiol crisis, bonks' bolonce sheets increosed significantly,
but on o very thin capitol bosel . The trend to expond bolonce sheets prior to the crisis wos
ossocioted by on optimisation of risk models, suggesting low risks and consequently low
required minimum regulotory-capitol. The crisis demonstrated not only the insufficient
copitol to absorb losses, but olso the inability of the regulatory rotios to provide timely
recognition of emerging bonk weakness so os to open the woy to early corrective action by
supervisors just before the crisis.

Moreover, regulotory copitol rotios reparted by bonks did not reflect their true capocity to
obsorb /osses. The crisis made evident how severol elements of what was considered
(high-quality) capital to obsorb /osses did not work out os they were supposed to. For
exomple, debt securities issued by banks thot, in principle, should have been able to
obsorb /osses (so colled hybrid securities) did not perform os expected. Such securities
were counted os copital, becouse they were meont to reinforce a bank's bolonce sheet by
stopping cosh flows from exiting the bonk ot times of distress. unfortunately, the
possibility to differ [sic] or concel suclt poyments during the crisis wos not used. As o result,
governments hod to iniect massive omounts of public money into banks ond provide
guorontees in order to mointoin essentiol finonciol services for citizens ond businesses".

'Economic Review of the Financial Regulation Agenda', European commission staff
Working Document, SWD (2014) 158 final, Brussels tS.S.2OL4
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Unfortunately, os will be explained in the history of Basel ll, the importdnt but abstract generol

interest in effective ond efficient banking regulotion wos subordinoted ot key moments in the

negotiotions by commercial ond bureoucratic interests"

"ln fact, there is some basis for believing that safety and soundness motivotion wos eclipsed

during the Basel ll process by competitiveness equolity mstivotion"

"Key leotures of Basel lt include reliance on the interno! risk models of lorge banks to deterrnine

minimum copitol requirements, the use of externol credit-rating agencies to help set capital

requirements for most bonks, and on overall reduction in the risk weighting ossigned to

residential mortgdges. The irony is inescopoble, as the events at 2007 colled into question the

reliability of risk modelling, the usefulness of external rotings, and the benign view of residentiol

mortgage riskiness"

Extracts from the baok"Bdnking on Basel-The Future of lnternotlonal Financiol

Regulotion", by Daniel Tarullo, Member of the Board of Governors of the United States

Federal Reserve Board
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